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Cosmology

• Origin, early history, and fate of the Universe

• Does the Universe have a beginning? An end? What physics 

processes “caused” the Universe to be what it is? Are other 

universes possible? Would they look like ours (have the 

same physics)? 

• Olber’s Paradox: sky dark at night → Universe is finite in 

time and/or space → now know finite in time

• Cosmological Principle - the Universe appears the same 

from any location - Isotropic

- no center, no edge (no Restaurant at the End of the Universe)

but is it finite or infinite in space? (don’t know)

what is the curvature of space? (don’t know)
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Isotropic Universe

• the Universe appears the same from any location on any large scale 

- no center, no edge → size is unknown infinite vs finite

- same number of galaxies, same types, in any large “box”

• A civilization on a planet 12 Billion LY away will see exactly what 

we do – expanding Universe and same Hubble law

Fluctuations in galaxy 

distributions due to small 

differences in matter/energy 

concentrations at very early 

times

partially explained by 

“inflation” at extremely 

early times. We’ll skip in 

this course
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Beginning of Universe

• Called the “Big Bang” but not normal explosion 

moving outward into existing 3D space

• “explosion” occurred everywhere at the same 

time and expanding universe “creates” its own 

space as it expands “outward”

• Einstein predicted in 1915 General Theory of 

relativity (though he initially thought it was a 

mistake)
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Course Content: History of Universe

Most distant star observed: 900 million years after the Big Bang 

(light took 12.9 billion LY to travel to Earth and star is now 28 

billion LY away. See 2 slides from now to explain this)

Most distant Supernova observed: 3.2 billion years after the Big 

Bang (10.5 billion light years away)

Most distant black hole observed: 670 million years after Big Bang, 

1.6 billion times the mass of the Sun. a “quasar”

Most distant galaxy observed: 300 million years after the Big Bang 

(found by Webb telescope in 2022)

Now look at 1 million years and earlier in history of Universe
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Expanding Universe
Dark energy →

acceleration

Dark matter →

slowing
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Expanding Universe – Finite in Space? 

We can observe galaxies which are 12 billion light years away. 

As velocity of light is finite that means we are looking back in time to 12 billion 

years ago. As Universe is expanding, the galaxies we observe are moving away 

from us and so “now” they are further away, and doing all of the relativistic 

“arithmetic” correctly gives the radius of the observable universe to be about 45 

billion light years. But it is bigger as parts are so far away the light has not had 

enough time to reach us. Do not know if it is finite or infinite.
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Shape of the Universe 

Whether the Universe is finite or infinite in space, it will still have a 

“shape” which is determined by the mass-energy density. Studies of the 

Hubble constant varying with time may be able to determine this. 

Current measurements are close to being flat.  “Philosophically” nice to 

think of the Universe is being the surface of a larger dimensional space 

with multiple universes (on right) but may or may not be the case. 

More on this later.

Pictures showing 2D shapes as easier to visualize
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Expanding  Universe – if finite in size

Time 1

Time 2

Time 3

Red = void = 

nothingness (hard 

to picture). Space 

just gets bigger 

with time

Have mediocre 

video on web 

page on “what is 

the Universe 

expanding into?
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Expanding  Universe
• No edge, no center to Universe

• Consider balloon. 2D surface in 3D space. All points 

moving away from each other with v = Ad. All points are 

the same: no edge or center (for Douglas Adams fans, there is 

not a restaurant at the end of the Universe though 42 might be the 

correct answer to the number of dimensions. I don’t have an opinion 

on hitchhikers)

• Universe is 3D surface which can be thought of as on a 4D 

manifold (not really, the curvature doesn’t require an extra 

dimension)  with v=Hd
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Expanding  Universe 

• As Universe expands it cools (as energy of 

normal and dark matter now spread out over 

larger volume)

• Physical processes at any time depend on:

-Temperature

-Nature of forces and particles

• Current Temperature is 3 degrees K
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Temperature vs Time

Look 

at this 

one 

first
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Cosmic Microwave Background

• Temperature > 3000 degrees Universe opaque → atoms  

ionized (plasma) - free H, He nuclei plus free electrons

• T<3000 degrees atoms form → transparent Universe -

400,000  to 1,000,000 years after Big Bang

• Burst of light everywhere - now observed as 3 degree

microwave background -- (1964: Bell Labs. Were working 

on transmission of telephone signals) Wilson and Penzias 

received 1975 Nobel Prize 

though they didn’t 

understand what they 

observed. Peebles received 

2019 Nobel Prize partially 

for predicting the Cosmic 

Microwave Background

Wilson and Penzias

New Jersey 1965

Observed “noise” 

in their microwave 

receivers
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Recombination – Occurs at ~1,000,000 years

Took ~100 million years for Universe to cool enough for stars to form
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Microwave 

Background

• When emitted at time = 1,000,000 years 

Temp = 3000 degrees

wavelength = 1 micron (visible) 

• Same photons observed now. Universe has 

expanded/stretched by about 1000 (all directions) 

Temp = 3 degrees

wavelength = 1 mm (microwave)
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Cosmic Microwave Background

COBE satellite

Video on web page 

on Olber’s paradox 

also discusses that 

this light, now in 

the microwave, 

shines throughout 

the Universe
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Position Dependence of Microwave Background 

photons permeate Universe

Small fluctuations vs direction in 

space in “temperature” →

granularity in early Universe 

(fossil record)

→galaxy formation from 

primordial clumps of 

matter/energy

→Can tell shape of early 

Universe; measure dark 

matter vs dark energy

Map of sky

Blue=colder

Red=hotter

South Pole Telescope is looking at details of this 

“cosmic” radiation
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Studies of Cosmic Background Radiation also can 

(maybe) measure the shape of the Universe

Don’t ask me to explain how 

temperature fluctuations give 

different shapes as I don’t 

know!
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Lecture Feedback
E-mail me a few sentences describing one topic you learned from 

this set of presentations. Please also include the phrase “The 3 

degree microwave radiation was emitted when atoms formed 

about 1,000,000 years after the Big Bang” after your mini-report 

but do not use that as your “one topic”.


